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The goal of this paper is both to give anE-unification procedure that always terminates, and to decide unifiability.
For this, we assume that the equational theory is specified by a confluent and constructor-based rewrite system,and
that four additional restrictions are satisfied. We give a procedure that represents the (possibly infinite) set of solu-
tions thanks to a tree tuple synchronized grammar, and that can decide upon unifiability thanks to an emptiness test.
Moreover, we show that if only three of the four additional restrictions aresatisfied then unifiability isundecidable.
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1 Introduction
First orderE-unification [1] is a tool that plays an important role in automated deduction, in particular
in functional logic programming and for solving symbolic constraints (see Baader and Siekmann[2] for
an extensive survey of the area). It consists of finding instances to variables that make two terms equal
modulo to an equational theory given by a set of equalities, i.e. it amounts to solving an equation (called
a ‘goal’). GeneralE-unification is undecidable and may have infinitely many solutions. This is why
E-unification procedures, like narrowing, often loop, enumerating an infinite set of unifiers or computing
unproductive branches [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. From the programming point of view, it is very important
to avoid infinite loops when possible.

When solving equations in a computation (of a functional logic program, for instance), most ofthe time
it is not interesting to enumerate the solutions. It is more important to test whetherthe equation has at least
one solution (unifiability test), and to have a finite representation of the solutions. The first point allows
us to cut off unproductive branches, and the second avoids the generation of an infinite sets ofsolutions.

We have several aims in this paper. First, we want to define restrictions on theunification problem
that ensure the decidability of unifiability. In addition to the confluence and constructor-based property
of the rewrite system that represents the equational theory, there are four other restrictions shown to be
necessary in deciding unifiability (i.e. if any of them are not satisfied, unifiability is undecidable). Thus,
these restrictions define a limit between decidability and undecidability of unifiability. Our second goal
is to give anE-unification procedure that never loops when our restrictions are verified, and that decides
upon unifiability. The problem is that theories defined in this framework may be infinitary, i.e. for some
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goals the set of solutions cannot be described by a finite complete set of unifiers. So we need a way in
which to represent infinite sets of substitutions.

A solution being defined by the instances of the variables of the goal, i.e. by a tuple of terms, and terms
being trees, the set of solutions can be viewed as a tree tuple language. To describe this language, we
introduce anad hockind of grammar, the Tree Tuple Synchronized Grammars (TTSG). Their particularity
is the notion of synchronization, i.e. the fact that some productions must be applied at the same time. For
this reason TTSGs can define languages likefd(ai(0); bi(0); ci(0))g. The class of languages defined by
TTSGs is larger than we need, and does not have nice properties. Fortunately, we donot build many
TTSGs from a unification problem, and the recognized languages have particular properties:

� their intersection is a language recognized by a TTSG, and

� emptiness is decidable.

As Example 8.8 shows, symmetric binary trees appear to be the solution to some unification problem that
satisfy our restrictions. Therefore, introducing a new kind of grammar was necessary because, as far as
we know, there is no standard grammar or tree automaton technique that can express the symmetric binary
trees, and whose emptiness is decidable.

Some authors have already used tree languages to represent infinite sets of solutions. For example
inGilleron et al. [11], they are used to solve set constraints, but without synchronization. The notion
of synchronization has already appeared in string grammars, for example, as in parallel communicating
grammar systems [12] and in tree grammars [13]. However the TTSGs are not identical to the coupled
context-free grammars of Guanet al. [13] because we need a finer control of synchronizations which is
achieved thanks to a tuple of integers. The following example explains the principle of ourprocedure.

Example 1.1 Consider the TRS that defines the functionsf andg

f(s(s(x)))
1
! f(x); f(p(x))

2
! f(x); f(0)

3
! 0;

g(s(x))
4
! s(g(x)); g(0)

5
! 0

and the goalf(g(x))
?
= 0.

Step 1.The goalf(g(x))
?
= 0 is decomposed into three parts,g(x)

?
= y1, f(y2)

?
= y3 and0

?
= y4,

wherey1; y2; y3; y4 are new variables. The set of ground data-solutions ofg(x)
?
= y1 can be considered

as an infinite set of pairs of terms defined byf(t1; t2)jg(t2)!� t1g. This set is considered as a language
(sayL1) of pairs of trees where the two components are not independent. In the same way, the set of

ground data-solutions off(y2)
?
= y3 can be viewed as the language (sayL2) of pairs of trees that

describes the setf(t1; t2)jf(t2) !� t1g and0 can be viewed as the language (sayL3) of 1-tuple reduced
to f(0)g. These languages can be described by TTSGs. The grammars are computed from the rewrite
system and the goal.

Step 2.Once these three TTSGs are constructed, the initial goal is re-composed by two steps. First, the

languagesL1 andL2 are combined to get the languageL4 of the ground data-solutions off(g(x))
?
= y3.

This is done by computing a special kind of intersection between two TTSGs that corresponds to the join
operation in relational databases. The result is a TTSG that describes the language of triplesof trees
defined byf(t1; t2; t3)j(t2; t3) 2 L1 and (t1; t2) 2 L2g. In other words,t2 is the result ofg(x) when
instantiatingx by t3; moreover,t2 belong to the definition domain of the functionf , andt1 is the result
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of f(t2), i.e. off(g(t3)). Secondly, the TTSG ofL4 is combined with the TTSG ofL3 in the same way.
We get a TTSG that describes the language of triples of treesL5 defined byf(t1; t2; t3)jt1 = 0 and
(t1; t2; t3) 2 L4g. As t3 is an instance ofx, t1 is the result off(g(t3)) and t1 = 0, and we get a
finite description of the ground data-substitutions� such that�f(g(x)) !� 0. Moreover, it is decidable

whether the languageL5 is empty or not. Therefore, we can decide upon the unifiability off(g(x))
?
= 0.

Soundness and completeness of the method come from

� the correspondence between narrowing and the derivations of TTSGs built by Step 1 (Theorem 6.5),
as well as soundness and completeness of narrowing of the confluent constructor-based rewrite
systems (Theorem 2.1), and

� soundness and completeness of the intersection algorithm (Theorem 7.9).

Decidability of the emptiness of languages recognized by TTSGs built from unification problems (The-
orem 8.6), comes from the following facts. The number of leaves of the computations (the tree tuples
derived from the axiom) is of course not bounded. However, when considering a TTSG that comesfrom a
unification problem, and thanks to the control, the leaves of any computation can be dividedinto subsets,
calledtransclasses(Definition 7.3), whose size is bounded. Then by pumping techniques, emptiness can
be tested.

This paper is organized as follows. Sect. 2 recalls some basic notions of rewriting techniques. Sect. 3
describes related work on the decidability of unifiability. Our restrictions aregiven in Sect. 4, where some
undecidability results are also given. The TTSG is defined in Sect. 5, and the two steps of our algorithm
are respectively given in Sects. 6 and 7. Then Sect. 8 sets our decidability result. Sect. 9 concludes the
paper, and discusses future extensions to this work.

2 Preliminaries
We recall some basic notions that concern rewriting techniques. For more details see Dershowitz and
Jouannaud [14].

Let� be a finite set of symbols andV be an infinite set of variables,T�[V is the first-ordertermalgebra
over� andV . � is partitioned in two parts: the setF of function symbols, and the setC of constructors.
The terms ofTC[V are calleddata terms. A term is said to belinear if it does not contain several times
the same variable.

Let t be a term,O(t) is the set ofoccurrences of t, tju is the subterm oft at occurrenceu, and
t(u) is the symbol that labels the occurrenceu of t. t[u  s] is the term obtained by replacing in
t the subterm at occurrenceu by s. A substitution� is a mapping fromV into T�[V whose domain
D(�) = fx 2 V j�x 6= xg is assumed to be finite. It is trivially extended to a mapping fromT�[V
to T�[V . A data substitution� is a substitution such that, foreach variablex, �x is a data term. The
operator: denotes the composition of substitutions.�jVar(t) is the restriction of� to the set of variables
of t.

In the followingx; y; z denote variables,s; t; l; r denote terms,f; g; h function symbols,c is a construc-
tor symbol,u; v; w are occurrences, and�; � are substitutions.

We generalize the occurrences (as well as the above notation) to tuples in the following way: letp =
(p1; : : : ; pn) a tuple,8i 2 [1; n] pji = pi, and when thepi’s are terms,pji:u = piju. Moreover, we
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define theconcatenationof two tuples by(t1; : : : ; tn) � (t01; : : : ; t
0
n0) = (t1; : : : ; tn; t

0
1
; : : : ; t0n0) and the

component eliminationby (t1; : : : ; ti; : : : ; tn)ni = (t1; : : : ; ti�1; ti+1; : : : ; tn)
A Term Rewrite System (TRS) is a finite set of oriented equations called rewriterules orrules; lhs

means left-hand side andrhs means right-hand side. For a TRSR, the rewrite relation is denoted by
!R and is defined byt !R s if there exists a rulel ! r in R, a non-variable occurrenceu in t, and a
substitution�, such thattju = �l ands = t[u  �r]. The reflexive-transitive closure of!R is denoted
by!�

R, and the symmetric closure of!�
R is denoted by=R.

A TRS is said to beconfluentif t !�
R t1 andt !�

R t2 implies t1 !�
R t3 andt2 !�

R t3 for somet3.
If the lhs (resp. rhs) of every rule is linear, the TRS is said to beleft- (resp.right-)linear. If it is both
left and right-linear the TRS is said to belinear. A TRS isconstructor basedif every rule is of the form
f(t1; : : : ; tn)! r, where theti’s are data terms.

The (data)-substitution� is a (data)-R-unifierof t andt0 if �t =R �t0. The setS of substitutions is a
complete set of (data)-R-unifiersof t andt0 if it contains only (data)-R-unifiers oft andt0, and for each
(data)-R-unifier� of t andt0 there exist� 2 S and a substitution� such that� =R �:�. The theory defined
by the TRSR is finitary if every pair of terms has at least a finite complete set ofR-unifiers. WhenR = ;
the most general unifier is denotedmgu.
t narrowsinto s, if there exists a rulel ! r in R, a non-variable occurrenceu of t, such that�tju = �l

where� = mgu(tju; l) ands = (�t)[u  �r]. We writet ;[u;l!r;�] s, and the relation; is called
narrowing.

Theorem 2.1 TRSR being confluent and constructor based, the set of data substitutions� such that

� there exists a narrowing derivation

t0
?
= t00 ;[�1] t1

?
= t01 ; : : :;[�n ] tn

?
= t0n

such thattn andt0n are unifiable by the mgu�,

� and� = �:�n : : :�1jVar(t0)[Var(t0
0
)

is a complete set of data-R-unifiers oft0 andt00.

This is a consequence of the lifting lemma [3]. Note that the termination ofR is not required here
because we look only for data solutions, which are in normal form. So wedo not need to normalize them
before applying the lifting lemma.

3 Related Decidability Results
In term rewriting, some authors have already established decidability results for unifiability, assuming
some restrictions on the TRS. The first result assumed the rewrite system to be ground [15].Hullot [3]
extended it to rewrite systems whose rhs’s are either variables or ground terms (Mitra [16] allows rhs’s to
be data terms). Actually, these results are very restrictive because they forbid recursivity.

Christian [17] defines a new criterion: every rewrite rule’s lhs is flat (f(s1; : : : ; sn) is flat if 8i 2 [1; n],
si is either a variable or a ground data term), and the rewrite rules are oriented by a well founded ordering.
Comonet al. [18] show that decidability also holds for shallow rewrite systems (the sides of rewrite rules
have variables occurring at a depth of at most one). Nieuwenhuis [19] extends the shallow theories to
standard theories that allow non-shallow variables.
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The restriction of Kapur and Narendran [20], extended by Mitra [16] imposes that for every rule, every
subterm of the rhs having a function symbol on top is a strict subterm of the lhs. For all theserestrictions
the theory is finitary, i.e. there always exists a finite complete set of unifiers. Most decidability proofs are
thus based on the fact that there exists a complete narrowing strategy whose search space is always finite.

As regards non-finitary theories, a decidability result is established by Mitra [16, 21] for constructor-
based rewrite systems, assuming that, for every function symbolf , there is at most one rewrite rule among
the rules definingf that does not have a data term as the rhs. Moreover, this rhs must contain only one
function symbol, and the subterm rooted by this function is flat in the sense of Christian [17]. Thanks to
the notion of iterated substitution, Mitra is able to represent finitely the infinite setof unifiers and decide
upon unifiability.

Kaji et al. [22] give a procedure that, when it terminates, decides upon unifiability by means of tree
automata. They assume linearity for the goal, right linearity and (nearly) left linearity for the TRS. Un-
fortunately, their procedure does not represent the set of solutions, and does not terminate for an example
like fs(x)+y ! s(x+y); 0+x! xg because of the superposition of s(x) with s(x+y). Note that our
algorithm works (and terminates) for this example when solving linear equations, since ourrestrictions
are satisfied (see Sect. 4).

Faßbender and Maneth [23] give a decision procedure for unifiability without representing the set of
solutions. However, they need very strong restrictions. Only one function can be defined,and every
constructor and every function is monadic (i.e. admits at most one argument).

4 Additional Restrictions and their Need
The four additional restrictions are:

1. Linearity of rewrite rules: every rewrite rule side is linear.

2. No �in: if a subtermr of some rhs unifies with some lhsl (after variable renaming to avoid con-
flicts), then the mgu� is actually a match fromr into l.

3. No nested functions in rhs’s: in a right-hand side, a function symbol does not appear below a
function symbol. For example,f andg are nested inf(g(x)) but not inc(f(x); g(y)).

4. Linearity of the goal: the goal does not contain several occurrences of the same variable.

These restrictions together define a class of rewrite systems incomparable with those of related work,
and they allow non-finitary theories. For example, the rewrite systemff(s(x))! f(x); f(0)! 0g. The
(even minimal) complete set of solutions, and also the narrowing search space, may be infinite.

To show that the above restrictions are necessary all together to get the decidability of unifiability, we
prove that if one of them is removed, then there exists a rewrite system satisfying the other three, and that
encodes a well-known undecidable problem, the Post correspondence problem.

Definition 4.1 Post Correspondence Problem (Post 1946)
Let A andC be finite disjoint alphabets and� and�0 be two morphisms fromA� to C�. The Post
correspondence problem for� and�0 consists of finding a non-empty sequence� 2 A+ such that�(�) =
�0(�).
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Theorem 4.2 There exists no uniform algorithm for solving the Post correspondence problem. The prob-
lem remains undecidable when� and�0 are injective.

We use the following code: givenA = fa1; : : : ; ang andC = fc1; : : : ; cmg, to eachai 2 A (resp.ci 2
C) we associate the unary symbolai (resp.ci). The constant? represents the end of words. Thus,
the wordabc is represented by the terma(b(c(?))). If ! denotes the wordabc, !(?) denotes the term
a(b(c(?))). In the proofs?will sometimes be omitted to simplify the expressions. We need to represent
prefixes, i.e. beginning of words whose end is unknown. To do this we use non-ground terms, for example,
the terma(b(c(x))) denotes the prefixabc.

Lemma 4.3 Linearity of rewrite rules is necessary to decide unifiability.

Proof. Let R1 =
f f(ai(x)) ! !i(f(x)) f 0(ai(x)) ! !0

i(f(x)) j i = 1; : : : ; n
f(?) ! ? f 0(?) ! ?

h(x) ! c(x; f(x)) h0(x) ! c(x; f 0(x)) g

where!i and!0
i respectively denote�(ai) and�0(ai).

R1 respects all the restrictions but linearity. Obviously,f encodes� andf 0 encodes�0. Then for any
words�; � 2 A�, the value ofh(�) (resp.h0(�)) is c(�; �(�)) (resp.c(�; �0(�))). Therefore,h(�) =
h0(�) implies c(�; �(�)) = c(�; �0(�)), and so� = � and�(�) = �0(�) becausec is a constructor.
Thus, looking for� and� different from? such thath(�) =R1

h0(�) amounts to solving the Post
correspondence problem.

If we can decide unifiability under restrictions 2–4, we can do it for any linear goal, then for all the goals

ci = h(ai(x))
?
= h0(ai(y)) (i = 1; : : : ; n). This amounts to deciding the unifiability ofh(�)

?
= h0(�)

forbidding� = ? and� = ?. This is therefore impossible. 2

Lemma 4.4 Forbidding�in is necessary to decide unifiability.

Proof. The following rewrite system comes from Domenjoud [24]. LetR2 =
f f(ai(x); y) ! !i(f(x; ai(y))) j i = 1; : : : ; n

f 0(ai(x); y) ! !0
i(f

0(x; ai(y))) j i = 1; : : : ; n
f(?; y) ! h(y) f 0(?; y)! h(y) g

where!i and!0
i respectively denote�(ai) and�0(ai).

The functionf encodes�, and the second argument save the reverse of the word for which� is com-
puted, i.e. for any word� 2 A�, f(�;?) !� �(�)(f(?; �)) ! �(�)(h(�)), where� is the reverse of
�. For example,
f(a1(a2(?));?) ! !1(f(a2(?); a1(?)))

! !1(!2(f(?; a2(a1(?)))))
! !1(!2(h(a2(a1(?)))))

For the same reasons,f 0(�;?) !� �0(�)(h(�)).
Therefore,f(�;?) = f 0(�;?) implies �(�)(h(�)) = �0(�)(h(�)), and then�(�) = �0(�) and

� = �. Thus,�(�) = �0(�), i.e. solvingf(�;?) ?
= f 0(�;?) amounts to solve the Post correspondence

problem, if� = ? and� = ? are forbidden.
We conclude this proof in a similar way as the previous one, by considering the linear goals

ci = f(ai(x);?)
?
= f 0(ai(y);?); i = 1; : : : ; n
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2

Lemma 4.5 Forbidding nested functions is necessary to decide unifiability.

Proof. Let R3 =
f f(ai(x); h(y)) ! !i(f(x; gi(y))) j i = 1; : : : ; n

f 0(ai(x); h(y)) ! !0
i(f

0(x; gi(y))) j i = 1; : : : ; n
f(?; h(y)) ! h(y) f 0(?; h(y))! h(y)
gi(y) ! h(ai(y)) j i = 1; : : : ; n g

where!i and!0
i denote respectively�(ai) and�0(ai).

This rewrite system looks like the previous one, except that the second argument appearing under the
constructorh, which avoids�in’s but introduces nested functions. Since the nested functiongi(y) rewrites
intoh(ai(y)), we get the same situation as in the previous proof if we consider the goals

ci = f(ai(x); h(?))
?
= f 0(ai(y); h(?)); i = 1; : : : ; n

2

Lemma 4.6 Linearity of the goal is necessary to decide unifiability.

Proof. Let R4 =
f f(ai(x)) ! !i(f(x)) f 0(ai(x)) ! !0

i(f
0(x)) j i = 1; : : : ; n

f(?) ! ? f 0(?) ! ?) g

where!i and!0
i respectively denote�(ai) and�0(ai).

We consider the non-linear goalsci = f(ai(x))
?
= f 0(ai(x)) for i = 1; : : : ; n. 2

5 Formal Definitions of TTSGs
Only formal definitions are given here. For motivations and examples see Sects. 6 and7.
NT is a finite set of non-terminals and the terminals are the constructors of the signature.Upper case

letters denote elements ofNT .

Definition 5.1 A productionis a rule of the formX => t, whereX 2 NT andt 2 TC[NT . A pack
of productionsis a set of productions coupled with a non-negative integer (calledlevel) and denoted
fX1 => t1; : : : ; Xn => tngk.

� Whenk = 0 the pack is a singleton of the formfX1 => c(Y1; : : : ; Yn)g0, wherec is a constructor
andY1; : : : ; Yn non-terminals. The production is saidfree, and is written more simply asX1 =>
c(Y1; : : : ; Yn).

� Whenk > 0 the pack is of the formfX1 => Y1; : : : ; Xn => Yngk, whereY1; : : : ; Yn are non-
terminals. The productions of the pack are said to besynchronized.

Definition 5.2 A tuple of controlis a tuple of non-negative integers.

Definition 5.3 A TTSGis defined by a 5-tuple(Sz; C; NT; PP; T I), where

� Sz is a positive integer that defines the size of tuples of control,
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� C is the set of constructors (terminalsin the terminology of grammars),

� NT is the finite set of non-terminals,

� PP is a finite set of packs of productions of a level less than or equal toSz,

� TI is the axiom of the TTSG. It is a tuple((I1; ct1); : : : ; (In; ctn)), where everyIi is a non-terminal
and everycti is aSz-tuple of control that may contain0’s and?’s.

?means that this component of the control is not used. In fact,Sz is the number of intersections+1 used
to build the grammar. This is why in Sect. 6, no intersections between TTSGs having yet been computed,
the tuples of control are 1-tuples, i.e. non-negative integers.

A computation of the grammar is a tuple of trees derived from the axiom by applying productions.
In a computation, a tuple of control is associated with eachnon-terminal occurrence. The control is for
simulating variable renaming within narrowing. At this moment, single integersmay suffice, but we need
tuples of integers in order to get stability of TTSGs by intersection.

Intuitively, a free productionX => c(Y1; : : : ; Yn) can be applied as soon asX appears in a computa-
tion of the grammar, and thenY1; : : : ; Yn preserves the same control asX. On the other hand, a pack of
productionsfX1 => Y1; : : : ; Xn => Yngk can be applied iffX1; : : :Xn occur in the same computation
and thekth components of their controls are identical (and are not?). TheXi’s are then replaced by the
Yi’s, and thekth component of control is set to a new fresh value.

Definition 5.4 The set ofcomputationsof a TTSGGr = (Sz; C; NT; PP; T I), denotedComp(Gr),
is the smallest set defined by:

� TI is inComp(Gr),

� if tp is inComp(Gr) andtpju = (X; ct), and the free productionX => c(Y1; : : : ; Yn) is in PP ,
thentp[u c((Y1; ct); : : : ; (Yn; ct))] is inComp(Gr),

� if tp is in Comp(Gr) and there existn pairwise different occurrencesu1; : : : ; un of tp, such that
8i 2 [1; n] tpjui

= (Xi; cti) and ctijk = a (a 2 IN), and the pack of productionsfX1 =>
Y1; : : : ; Xn => Yngk 2 PP , thentp[u1  (Y1; ct1[k  b])] : : : [un  (Yn; ctn[k  b])] (where
b is a new integer) is inComp(Gr).

The symbol=> also denotes the above two deduction steps; aderivationof Gr is a sequence of compu-
tationsTI => tp1 => ::: => tpn.

Theith componentof a TTSG denotes any tree appearing as theith component of a computation.

Definition 5.5 The languagerecognizedby a TTSGGr, denotedRec(Gr), is the set of tuples of ground
data termsComp(Gr) \ Tn

C
.

6 Step 1: Transformation of a TRS into TTSGs
This is the first step of our method. In the rest of the paper, the TRS is assumed to be confluent and
constructor-based, and satisfies restrictions (1)–(4). The aim is to convert the TRS and the goal into
several TTSGs that simulate narrowing.
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TTSGs contain only regular productions (free productions) and synchronization constraints (synchro-
nized productions). This is because, thanks to the restrictions, we have to simulate only particular narrow-
ing steps:

� We start from a linear term, since the goal is linear. Consider the narrowing stept ;[u;l!r;�]

t0 = (�t)[u  �r], wheret is linear. Nowt0 = �t[u  r] because there is no�in, and then
t0 = t[u  r] becauset is linear. Thus, the resulting termt0 is simple (� does not apply), and can
be easily expressed by a grammar. This property is still preserved when applying a narrowing step
on t0, sincet0 is linear thanks to the linearity ofr.

� Nested functions on rhs’s may create�in, as shown in the proof of Lemma 4.5.

� Consider now the narrowing derivation

t0 ;[�1 ] t1 ; : : :;[�n] tn

The narrowing substitutions are composed of subterms of lhs’s. If lhs’s are not linear, then it may
be that the term�n : : : �1x contains2n times the same variabley. In other words, the number
of variables that must be replaced next by the same term is notbounded. This cannot be easily
expressed by a grammar.

Without the restrictions, we would get context-sensitive productions whose emptiness would be undecid-
able.

Consider again Example 1.1. For this example, three TTSGs will be constructed: one forg(x), one for
f(y2) and one for0. Intuitively, the TRS and the goal are considered as a kind of tree automaton (in fact
several automata), where states are the occurrences of the terms and transitions are subterm relationships
and unification relationships. The idea is to extract tree grammars from the automata. Recall that the
terminals of the grammars are the constructors.

6.1 Non-Terminals
To each occurrence of each term of the TRS and the goal we associate anon-terminal. Next the produc-
tions will be deduced from subterm relations and syntactic unifications. For each rewrite rulei (see Figure
1):

� to eachnon-variable occurrenceu of the lhs (resp. rhs) is associated the non-terminalLi
u (resp.Ri

u),
except whenu = �, where we even associateRi

u to the lhs,

� to the occurrences of variablesx; y; : : : are associated the non-terminalsXi; Y i; : : :. There is an
exception whenx is on a rhs and is the leaf of a branch that contains only constructors. In this case,
we associateX0i. This avoids confusion between the occurrences ofx in the lhs and rhs.

In the same way, for the goal:

� the non-terminalGl
u (respGr

u) is associated with eachnon-variable occurrenceu of the lhs (resp.
rhs) of the goal,

� the non-terminalsX l; Y l; : : : (respXr ; Y r ; : : :) are associated with the occurrences of the variables
x; y; : : : of the goal.
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NT (t; u) denotes the non-terminal associated with the occurrenceu of t.
An additional non-terminalAl

u (resp.Ar
u) is associated with the non-variable arguments of the function

of the goal (here, occurrence 1 off(g(x)) to encode the variabley2). t being a side of the goal,ANT (t; u)
denotes the additional non-terminal associated with the occurrenceu of t.
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6.2 Productions
Two kinds of production are deduced from the TRS.Free productionsare similar to the productions of
regular tree grammars. These productions generate constructor symbols and are deduced from subterm
relations. The second kind of productions aresynchronized productions, and they come from syntactically
unifiable terms. These productions are empty (they do not produce any constructors).

6.2.1 Explanations
The way in which the productions are deduced is motivated by narrowing techniques. Fromthe corre-
spondence between rewriting and narrowing (lifting lemma [3]), the languagesL1; L2 of Example 1.1
are the ground instances of the data solutions computed by narrowing. This is why we look for narrowing
possibilities. For instance, the subtermg(x) of the rhs of Rule (4) in Example 1.1 unifies with the lhs of
the same rule. Therefore, the narrowing stepg(x);[�;r4;x 7!s(x0)] s(g(x

0)) is possible. This step achieves
two operations: it maps the variablex to s(x0); and it sets the result of the narrowing step tos(g(x0)).

From the TTSG’s point of view, this narrowing step is simulated as follows. The subterm g(x) is
represented by the non-terminalR4

1 (see Figure 1) and the variablex byX4. Therefore, the pair(R4
1; X

4)
encodes(g(x); x). The fact thatg(x) unifies withg(s(x0)) (the renamed version of the lhs of Rule 4)
is encoded by the empty productionR4

1 ) R4
� . The fact that the previous unification instantiatesx is

encoded by the empty productionX4 ) L4
1. To force these two operations to be achieved at the same

time, the two productions are synchronized in the pack of productionsfR4

1
) R4

� ; X
4 ) L4

1
g. Thus,

when it is applied on(R4

1
; X4), we get(R4

� ; L
4

1
), which means that the unification is about to be done, and

therefore so is the narrowing step, but the new constructors produced by the unification and the narrowing
step have not yet appeared.
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This is the aim of the free productions deduced from subterm relationships. In our example, we have
just narrowedg(x) on top with Rule (4), and we gets(g(x0)). So the narrowing step generates a term with
the constructors on top whose argument is the function callg(x0). This is encoded by the free production
R4

� ) s(R4
1
). In the same way,x is instantiated bys(x0) which is encoded by the free production

L4
1
) s(X4). The narrowing step is achieved entirely by the derivation

(R4
� ; L

4
1
) ) (s(R4

1
); L4

1
)) (s(R4

1
); s(X4))

One can easily see that a second application of Rule (4) ons(g(x0)) can be simulated by again applying
the pack of productions and then the two free productions.

6.2.2 Making Productions

Free productions.For any termt in the TRS or in the goal and any constructor positionu in t (i.e. t(u) is
a constructor), we create the free productionNT (t; u) ) t(u)(NT (t; u:1); : : : ; NT (t; u:n)) wheren is
the arity oft(u). In our example, we get:
L1

1
) s(L1

1:1); L
1

1:1 ) s(X1); L2

1
) p(X2); L3

1
) 0; R3

� ) 0;
L4
1
) s(X4); R4

� ) s(R4
1
); L5

1
) 0; R5

� ) 0; Gr
� ) 0

Synchronized productions.For allriju andlj syntactically unifiable, we create thepack of productions
(i.e. the set of synchronized productions)

fNT (ri; u)) NT (lj ; �); NT (ri; u:v1)) NT (lj ; v1); : : : ;
NT (ri; u:vn)) NT (lj ; vn)g

wherev1; : : : vn are the variable occurrences ofriju. Note that if� = mgu(riju; lj), from the�in

restriction we know that�riju = lj , thereforev1; : : : ; vn are also occurrences oflj.
For our example,r1 unifies withl1; l2 andl3, which gives the synchronized productions

fR1
� ) R1

� ; X
1 ) L1

1g; fR
1
� ) R2

� ; X
1 ) L2

1g; fR
1
� ) R3

� ; X
1 ) L3

1g

r2 also unifies withl1; l2 andl3, so we get

fR2

� ) R1

� ; X
2 ) L1

1g; fR
2

� ) R2

� ; X
2 ) L2

1g; fR
2

� ) R3

� ; X
2 ) L3

1g

Finally,r4j1 unifies withl4 andl5, so we get

fR4

1 ) R4

� ; X
4 ) L4

1g; fR
4

1 ) R5

� ; X
4 ) L5

1g

To generate the synchronized productions coming from the goal, remember that we considerf(y2),
g(x) and0. For each function occurrenceu of the goalt such thatt(u) = lj(�) (i.e. t(u)(x1; : : : ; xn)
unifies withlj), we create the synchronized productions:

fNT (t; u)) NT (lj ; �); ANT (t; u:1) ) NT (lj ; 1); : : : ;
ANT (t; u:n)) NT (lj ; n)g

The language derived fromNT (t; u) expresses the terms issued by narrowing fromt(u)(x1; : : : ; xn),
while the languages derived fromANT (t; u:i) express the instances of the fictitious variablesxi. In
Example 1.1,f(y2) unifies withl1; l2 andl3; this gives the synchronized productions

fGl
� ) R1

� ; A
l
1 ) L1

1g; fG
l
� ) R2

� ; A
l
1 ) L2

1g; fG
l
� ) R3

� ; A
l
1 ) L3

1g

g(x) unifies withl4 andl5, so we get

fGl
1 ) R4

� ; X
l ) L4

1g; fG
l
1 ) R5

� ; X
l ) L5

1g
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Note that, within the goal, the argument of the function symbolg is a variable, therefore we do not need
an additional non-terminalAl

1:1 for it.

6.3 Productions to Express Ground Instances
The languages we want to express are the ground data instances of the solutions provided by narrowing.
The productions described so far express the solutions provided by narrowing. Let us see on an example
of the problem. We consider the rewrite rule

f(x)
1
! 0

and the termf(y). The productions associated with this problem are

R1
� ) 0; fGl

� ) R1
� ; Y ) X1g

From the pair(Gl
�; Y ) which represents(f(y); y), we get the derivation:

(Gl
�; Y ) ) (R1

� ; X
1) ) (0; X1)

No more production is applicable, therefore from a grammar point of view, this language is empty because
of the non-terminalX1. The meaning of this derivation is thatf(y) narrows to0 for any value ofy. Since
we are only interested in ground data solutions, the non-terminalX1 has to be derived into any ground
data term. For this, the grammar that generates any term ofTC is constructed.

A new non-terminalANY is introduced, and for all constructorsc 2 C, the free productionANY )

c(ANY; : : : ; ANY ) is created. The variables concerned with the problem are any variablesxj appearing
on the lhs of the rewrite rule but not on the rhs, or variables appearing in the goal in a branch that contains
only constructors. For all these variables the productionXj ) ANY is created. For technical reasons,
this production is considered as synchronized, because it does not generate any constructors.

In the previous example, the only production created forANY is ANY ) 0, because0 is the only
one.X1 ) ANY is created forX1. Thus, the derivation terminates as follows:

(0; X1) ) (0; ANY )) (0; 0)

In fact, the problem we just solved may be more complicated if a rewrite rule has theform

f(x)
2
! s(x)

because in this case, we have to simulate that thex occurring on the lhs and thex occurring on the rhs
must be instantiated by the same ground data term.

This can easily be simulated thanks to some synchronized productions, as follows (introduction of the
control is necessary to understand why these productions work well):

� 8c 2 C the free productionsANY c
Res ) c(ANY 1

Res; : : : ; ANY n
Res) and

ANY c
V ar ) c(ANY 1

V ar; : : : ; ANY n
V ar) are created.

� For all integersi between 1 and the maximal arity of the constructors and8c 2 C, the synchronized
productionsfANY i

Res ) ANY c
Res; ANY i

V ar ) ANY c
V arg are created.

The variables concerned with this new case are those appearing in a branch on a rhs ofthe rewrite rule
which contains only constructors. For each of these variablesxj and for each constructorc 2 C, the
synchronized productionsfX 0j ) ANY c

Res; X
j ) ANY c

V arg are created.
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Now consider the termf(y). If the only constructors are0, s, the productions associated with this
problem are

fGl
� ) R2

� ; Y ) X2g; R2

� ) s(X 02)
fX 02 ) ANY 0

Res; X
2 ) ANY 0

V arg; fX
02 ) ANY s

Res; X
2 ) ANY s

V arg

fANY 0

Res ) 0; ANY 0

V ar ) 0g; fANY s
Res ) s(ANY 1

Res); ANY s
V ar ) s(ANY 1

V ar)g
fANY 1

Res ) ANY 0

Res; ANY 1

V ar ) ANY 0

V arg; fANY 1

Res ) ANY s
Res; ANY 1

V ar ) ANY s
V arg

From the pair(Gl
�; Y ), which represents(f(y); y), a possible derivation is:

(Gl
�; Y ) ) (R2

� ; X
2) ) (s(X02); X2) ) (s(ANY s

Res); ANY s
V ar)

) (s(s(ANY 1

Res)); s(ANY 1

V ar)) ) (s(s(ANY 0

Res)); s(ANY 0

V ar)) ) (s(s(0)); s(0))

6.4 Grammars
Many productions have been deduced from the TRS and the goal. Let us now define the grammars that are
constructed with them. All the grammars considered have the same terminals (the constructors), the same
non-terminals, and the same productions, as defined before. Just the axioms (tuples of non-terminals)
are different. Note that the grammars could be optimized by removing non-reachablenon-terminals and
non-usable productions. For Example 1.1 we get the grammars:

� Grl� defined by the axiom(Gl
�; A

l
1
), which generates the languageL2,

� Grl
1

defined by the axiom(Gl
1
; X l), which generates the languageL1,

� Grr� defined by the axiom(Gr
�), which generates the languageL3.

Here is an example of derivation forGrl�:

(Gl
�; A

l
1) ) (R1

� ; L
1
1) ) (R1

� ; s(L
1
1:1))

) (R1

� ; s(s(X
1))) ) (R2

� ; s(s(L
2

1)))
) (R2

� ; s(s(p(X
2)))) ) (R3

� ; s(s(p(L
3

1
))))

) (0; s(s(p(L3
1)))) ) (0; s(s(p(0))))

This encodes the narrowing derivation

f(y2);[�;1;y2 7!s(s(x1))] f(x1);[�;2;x1 7!p(x2)] f(x2);[�;3;x2 7!0] 0

where the resulting term is0, andy2 is instantiated bys(s(p(0))).
In the general case, the definition of the grammars (i.e. of theirs axioms) is a little technical because of

the constructors that may appear in the goal. Below,[u; vi[ denotes the set of occurrences appearing along
the branch going fromu to vi (vi is not included). For eachnon-variable occurrenceu of the lhsl (resp.
rhsr) of the goal such thatu = � or u is just under a function, letfv1; : : : ; vng (exhaustive list) be the
occurrences appearing underu, such that for eachi

� the branch[u; vi[ contains only one functionf andvi is just underf ,

� or vi is a variable occurrence and the branch[u; vi[ contains only constructors.

We create the grammarGrlu defined by the axiom(NT (l; u); ANT (l; v1); : : : ; ANT (l; vn))) (resp.Gr
u

defined by the axiom(NT (r; u); ANT (r; v1); : : : ; ANT (r; vn)))).
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6.5 Control
Synchronized grammars, as defined previously, are close to regular tree grammars (and veryclose to
the coupled grammars of Guanet al. [13]), and are easy to use, but unfortunately they cannot encode
our complete problem because they do not take into account variable renamings. Indeed, consider the

rewrite systemff(c(x; y)) 1
! c(f(x); f(y))g and the goalf(x) = t, wheret is an arbitrary term. The

Tree GrammarGrl� contains the productionsL1
1
) c(X1; Y 1); R1

� ) c(R1
1
; R1

2
); fR1

1
) R1

� ; X
1 )

L1
1
g; fR1

2
) R1

� ; Y
1 ) L1

1
g; fGl

� ) R1
� ; X

l ) L1
1
g and the axiom is(Gl

�; X
l). A possible derivation of

Grl� is:

(Gl
�; X

l) ) (R1

� ; L
1

1
)

) (c(R1

1
; R1

2
); L1

1
)

) (c(R1
1
; R1

2
); c(X1; Y 1))

) (c(R1
� ; R

1
2
); c(L1

1
; Y 1))

) (c(c(R1
1
; R1

2
); R1

2
); c(L1

1
; Y 1))

) (c(c(R1

1
; R1

2
); R1

2
); c(c(X1; Y 1); Y 1))

This encodes the narrowing derivation:

f(x);[x 7!c(x1;y1)] c(f(x1); f(y1));[x1 7!c(x2;y2)] c(c(f(x2); f(y2)); f(y1))

The problem now is that bothR1
2 andY 1 occur twice. One occurrence ofR1

2 corresponds to the term
f(y2) and the other tof(y1). In the same way, one occurrence ofY 1 corresponds toy2 and the other to
y1. Obviously, iff(y1) is narrowed,y1 is instantiated, whereas iff(y2) is narrowed,y2 is instantiated.
But using the grammar, the synchronized productionsfR1

2
) R1

� ; Y
1 ) L1

1
g can be applied on the

first occurrence ofR1

2
and the second occurrence ofY 1. This means thatf(y2) is narrowed whiley1 is

instantiated.
The solution to this problem consists of using an integer number, calledcontrol, to encode variable

renamings. In a grammar computation, eachnon-terminal is coupled with an integer of control, which
is set to a new fresh value when a synchronized production is applied on it. When a free production
is applied, the control number is preserved. Moreover, a pack of productions will be applied only on
non-terminals that have the same control number. For example, the previous derivation is transformed
into:

((Gl
�; 0); (X

l; 0))) ((R1

� ; 1); (L
1

1
; 1))

) (c((R1

1
; 1); (R1

2
; 1)); (L1

1
; 1))

) (c((R1
1; 1); (R

1
2; 1)); c((X

1; 1); (Y 1; 1)))
) (c((R1

� ; 2); (R
1
2; 1)); c((L

1
1; 2); (Y

1; 1)))
) (c(c((R1

1; 2); (R
1
2; 2)); (R

1
2; 1)); c((L

1
1; 2); (Y

1; 1)))
) (c(c((R1

1; 2); (R
1

2; 2)); (R
1

2; 1)); c(c((X
1; 2); (Y 1; 2)); (Y 1; 1)))

Now the packfR1
2 ) R1

� ; Y
1 ) L1

1g cannot be applied in the wrong way.

6.6 Correspondence Between TTSGs and Narrowing
Let us now prove that there is a one-to-one correspondence between TTSG derivations and narrowing
derivations. Let us first define some notation and definitions needed to express and prove the results of
this section.
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Given a TTSGGr, a computationtp is in simplified formif tp cannot be derived by a free production.
If it is not, the simplified form oftp, denoted bytp#, is a computation in simplified form derived from
tp by free productions. It is unique because, from the construction of TTSG, there is at most one free
productionx) t for a given non-terminalX.

Each tuple of controlct is here a 1-tuple, i.e. an integer.Idct(rj) denotes the termrj whose variable
xj is renamed intoxjct.

The next definition gives the way to get terms of narrowing derivations (i.e. result of narrowing and
instantiation of variables) and computations of TTSGs.

Definition 6.1 Let tp be a computation in simplified form, and suppose that the goal isg
?
= g0. The

term (that contains no non-terminals)associated totp is the tuple issued fromtp by replacing every
non-terminal of the form

� (Xi; ct) by xict,

� (Ri
v; ct) by Idct(rijv) (note thatri(v) is a function),

� (Gl
u; 0) by g(u)(Al

u:1; : : : ; A
l
u:p), whereAl

u:1; : : : ; A
l
u:p are new variables numbered by occur-

rences (note thatg(u) is a function),

� in the same way,(Gr
u; 0) by g0(u)(Ar

u:1; : : : ; A
r
u:p), whereAr

u:1; : : : ; A
r
u:p are new variables num-

bered by occurrences,

� (Al
vi
; 0) byAl

vi
and(Ar

vi
; 0) byAr

vi
.

It is denoted byterms(tp).

In Example 1.1,terms(s((R4
1 ; 1)); s((X

4; 1))) = (s(g(x4
1)); s(x

4
1)).

Lemma 6.2 (Technical) Let(c; c1; : : : ; cn) be a computation in simplified form. Ifcjw:u = (Rj
u; ct) then

8xj 2 Var(rj ju); (Xj ; ct) appears in(c1; : : : ; cn).

Proof.Along the derivation that has created(c; c1; : : : ; cn) a computation like((Rj
� ; ct); : : :) has appeared,

i.e. a pack likeP = fRi
v ) Rj

�; X
i ) Li

w; : : :g has been used while the control numberct has been
created. As there is no�in, every non-terminal associated with the variables oflj appears in(Lj

w#; k). In
the derivation, theLj

w#’s appeared before (or at the same time as)(c; c1; : : : ; cn), because(c; c1; : : : ; cn)
is in simplified form. Ifxj 2 Var(rjju), thenxj 2 Var(lj), so the associated non-terminal(Xj ; ct)
appeared before (or at the same time as)(c; c1; : : : ; cn). It has not disappeared becausexj occurs inrj

under a function (rj(u) is a function), and then only a synchronized pack containingRj
u ) : : : could

remove it; this is impossible because(Rj
u; k) would also have been removed. 2

Lemma 6.3 (Correspondence in one step) Let(c; c1; : : : ; cn) be a computation in simplified form, and let
(s; s1; : : : ; sn) = terms(c; c1; : : : ; cn). If

(c; c1; : : : ; cn))[P ] :)
�
[free�prods:] (d; d1; : : : ; dn)

whereP is a synchronized pack that does not containANY and(d; d1; : : : ; dn) is in simplified form, then

s;[�] t
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and(t; �s1; : : : ; �sn) = terms(d; d1; : : : ; dn).
Conversely, if

s;[�] t

then
(c; c1; : : : ; cn))[P ] :)

�

[free�prods:] (d; d1; : : : ; dn)

whereP is a synchronized pack that does not containANY , (d; d1; : : : ; dn) is in simplified form, and
(t; �s1; : : : ; �sn) = terms(d; d1; : : : ; dn).

Proof. 1. First sense.
1.1. For a computation different from the axiom.
Since(c; c1; : : : ; cn) )[P=fR

j
u)Ri

�; X
j)Li

v; :::g]
: : : the packP is in the grammar. Thenrjju and li

are unifiable. Thus, ifw:u is the occurrence ofRj
u in c, sjw:u = terms(cjw:u) = terms((Rj

u; ct)) =
Idct(r

j ju) which is unifiable withli. Thens ;[w:u;li!ri ;�] t = s[w:u  Idct0(r
i)]. On the other

hand, from the grammar building, for each variablex
j
k in Idct(rj ju) at occurrencev we have�xjk =

Idct0(lijv) = terms((Li
v #; ct

0)). As 8b; db = cb[(Xj ; ct)  (Li
v #; ct

0)] we get terms(db) =
terms(cb)[p  terms((Li

v #; ct
0)) = terms(cb)[x

j
k
 �(xj

k
)] = �(terms(cb)) = �sb. On the

other hand,d = c[w:u  (Ri
�; ct

0) #]. Then terms(d) = terms(c)[w:u  terms((Ri
�; ct

0) #)] =
s[w:u Idct0(r

i)] = t.
1.2. For the axiom (in simplified form).
The reasoning is made on the lhs of the goal, but it is exactly the same for the rhs. Since
(c; c1; : : : ; cn))[P=fGl

u)Ri
�; Au:k)Li

k
; :::g] : : : the packP is in the grammar, and sog(u) = li(�). Then

sju = g(u)(Al
1; : : : ; A

l
n);[�;li!ri;�] tju = Idct0(ri)

with 8j; �(Al
j) = Idct0(l

ijj). As 8j; dj = Li
j#, terms(dj) = Idct0(l

ijj) = �(aj) = �(terms(cj )). On
the other hand,terms(dju) = terms((Ri

�; ct
0)#) = Idct0(r

i) = tju.
2. Conversely.
2.1. For a computation different from the axiom.
Assumes;[w:u;li!ri;�] t. Thus,sjw:u andli are unifiable, sos(w:u) is a function. Ass = terms(c), the
function occurrences ofs are non-terminal occurrences ofc, of the formRj

u. Thus,sjw:u = terms(cjw:u)
= terms((Rj

u; ct)) = Idct(r
jju). Therefore,rjju and li are unifiable, then the packP = fRj

u )

Ri
�; X

j ) Li
v; : : :g is in the grammar. From the previous technical lemma, everyXj appears in

(c1; : : : ; cn) with ct as control number. Then(c; c1; : : : ; cn) )[P ] : )
�
[free�prods:]

(d; d1; : : : ; dn) and
(d; d1; : : : ; dn) is simplified form. We show as in (1.1) that(t; �s1; : : : ; �sn) = terms(d; d1; : : : ; dn).
2.2. For the axiom (in simplified form).
sju = g(u)(Al

1
; : : : ; Al

n) ;[�;li!ri ;�] tju = Idct0(ri), sog(u) = li�, then the grammar contains the pack
P = fGl

u ) Ri
�; Au:k ) Li

k; : : :g. So as(cju; c1; : : : ; cn) = (Gl
u; Au:1; : : : ; Au:k), we have

(c; c1; : : : ; cn))[P ] :)
�
[free�prods:] (d; d1; : : : ; dn)

We show as in 1.2 that(t; �s1; : : : ; �sn) = terms(d; d1; : : : ; dn). 2

Lemma 6.4 (Correspondence in several steps) LetTI = (Gu#; Av1; : : : ; Avn) be the simplified form
of the axiom, and let(s; a1; : : : ; an) be its associated tuple of terms, wherea1; : : : ; an are variables. If
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TI )� (d; d1; : : : ; dn) by productions that do not useANY and (d; d1; : : : ; dn) is in simplified form,
then

s;�

[�]
t and(t; �a1; : : : ; �an) = terms(d; d1; : : : ; dn)

Conversely, ifs;�
[�]

t, thenTI )� (d; d1; : : : ; dn) by productions that do not containANY ,
(d; d1; : : : ; dn) is in simplified form, and(t; �a1; : : : ; �an) = terms(d; d1; : : : ; dn).

Proof. From the correspondence in one step and by induction over the length of derivations. 2

Theorem 6.5 The tree tuple languagerecognized by the grammar gives exactly the ground data instances
of the data terms computed by narrowing, thanks to the first component of tuples, as well as the corre-
sponding instances of variables thanks to other components. Formally, letTI be the simplified form of the
axiom, and let(s; a1; : : : ; an) be its associated tuple of terms (a1; : : : ; an are variables). If(d; d1; : : : ; dn)
is a tuple recognized by the grammar, i.e.TI )� (d; d1; : : : ; dn) andd; d1; : : : ; dn do not contain any
non-terminal, and sod; d1; : : : ; dn are ground data-terms, thens ;�

[�]
t and there exists a substitution�

such thatd = �t; d1 = ��a1; : : : ; dn = ��an.
Conversely, ifs ;�

[�]
t where t is a data term, and there exists a data substitution� such that

�t; ��a1; : : : ; ��an are ground, then there is a tuple(d; d1; : : : ; dn) recognized by the grammar such
thatd = �t; d1 = ��a1; : : : ; dn = ��an.

Proof. 1. First sense.
From the grammar building, ifXj appears as the lhs of some production that does not containANY , then
xj appears inrj under a function. Therefore, the set ofXj ’s as the lhs of productions that do not contain
ANY and the set ofXj ’s as the lhs of productions that containANY are disjoint. Moreover, ifXj is
derived intoANY , it can only be derived into trees that contain non-terminals likeANY . Therefore, if
the given derivation contains the stepXj ) ANY , the steps issued fromXj can be done independently
to the others: the order of steps in the derivation can be changed so that the productions dealing with
ANY are done last.

TI )�
[prods�without�ANY ]

(e; e1; : : : ; en))
�
[prods�with�ANY ]

(d; d1; : : : ; dn)

where(e; e1; : : : ; en) is in simplified form. From the correspondence in several stepss ;�
[�]

t and
(t; �a1; : : : ; �an) = terms(e; e1; : : : ; en). Applying productions containingANY until having a tuple
without non-terminals amounts to replacing allXj by ground data terms. Within(t; �a1; : : : ; �an), this
amounts to instantiatingeach variablexj by a ground data term: let� be this substitution. So we get
�t = d; ��a1 = d1; : : : ; ��an = dn.
2. Conversely.
From the correspondence in several steps

TI )�
[prods�without�ANY ]

(e; e1; : : : ; en)

, where(e; e1; : : : ; en) is in simplified form andt; �a1; : : : ; �an) = terms(e; e1; : : : ; en). For each
variablexj of (t; �a1; : : : ; �an), some productions containingANY can be applied to deriveXj into
�xj. Thus(e; e1; : : : ; en) )� (d; d1; : : : ; dn). Sincet is a data term,(e; e1; : : : ; en) contains only non-
terminals likeXj , then(d; d1; : : : ; dn) contains only constructors, i.e. is a recognized tuple, and we have
d = �t; d1 = ��a1; : : : ; dn = ��an. 2
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7 Step 2: Intersection of TTSGs over One Component
This section describes the second step of our method. Let us consider again Example 1.1. Recall that

we have decomposed the problem into three partsg(x)
?
= y1, f(y2)

?
= y3 and0

?
= y4. In Sect. 6.4,

three TTSGs have been deduced from the problem to solve each of the three parts. The point now is to
reconstruct the initial problem thanks to the one-component-intersection of sets of tuples. This operation
corresponds to the join operation in relational algebra (relational databases).

Definition 7.1 Let E1 be a set ofn1-tuples andE2 be a set ofn2-tuples. Theone componentk1; k2
intersectionof E1 andE2 is the set ofn1+n2�1-tuples defined byftp1�(tp2nk2) j tp1 2 E1 andtp2 2
E2 andtp1jk1 = tp2jk2g.

For example, the one component 2, 1 intersection of the sets of pairsE1 = f(0; s(0)); (s(0); 0)g and
E2 = f(s(0); s(s(0)); (s(s(0)); 0)g is the set of triplesE3 = f(0; s(0); s(s(0)))g.

To get the solutions of the initial goal, we have to compute incrementally the one componentk1; k2
intersection for each pair of grammarsGr1, Gr2 such that thek1th component of the axiom ofG1 isGl

u

and thek2th component of the axiom ofG2 isAl
u with the sameu (resp.Gr

u andAr
u). For our example,

this means that the possible instantiations ofy2 are restricted to the possible results forg(x). At the end,
we also have to compute the intersection for componentsGl

� andGr
� .

When considering any TTSGs, we have the following result:

Lemma 7.2 Emptiness of intersection over one component of languages recognized by TTSGs is unde-
cidable.

Proof. The post correspondence problem can be encoded by the intersection over one component of two
languages recognized by TTSGs. Letb be a binary constructor and consider the 1-tuple tree languages
L = fb(�; �(�))j� 2 A+g andL0 = fb(�; �0(�))j� 2 A+g. Let us write�(ai) = ci;1 : : : ci;pi for
eachai 2 A. ThenL is recognized by the TTSGGr defined by the productionsI ) b(X;Y ) and for
eachai 2 A : fX ) Xi; Y ) Yig, Xi ) aiZ, Yi ) ci;1Yi;2; Yi;2 ) ci;2Yi;3; : : : ; Yi;pi ) ci;piT ,
fZ ) X;T ) Y g, fZ ) ?; T ) ?g, and the axiomI. The TTSGGr0 that recognizedL0 is defined
in the same way. Now checking emptiness ofL \ L0 amounts to checking the existence of� 2 A+ such
that�(�) = �0(�), i.e. solving the post correspondence problem. 2

Moreover, the intersection of languages recognized by TTSGs is not always a language recognized by
a TTSG. Fortunately, we do not consider any TTSGs, only TTSGs that come from a unification problem,
and in this case the problem is decidable thanks to some particular properties. Sect. 7.1 gives preliminaries
that define these properties, while Sect. 7.2 presents the intuitive idea andthe detail of the intersection
algorithm.

7.1 Preliminaries
Emptiness of intersection becomes decidable if the componentk1 (or k2) has the property of external
synchronization, which is the case for TTSGs coming from a unification problem. Roughly speaking, this
means that at most one production can be applied on this component when using a pack of synchronized
productions. So, an externally synchronized component of a TTSG behaves as a regular tree language in
the sense that any branch of this component can be generated independently from the others.

Recall that now the control is not one integer, but a tuple of integers.
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Definition 7.3 Let Gr be a TTSG andtp 2 Comp(Gr):

� Class(tp; u; level) is the set of occurrences oftp that may be directly synchronized withu on
a given level and is defined iftpju = (X; ctu) by fvj tpjv = (Y; ctv) andctvjlevel = ctujlevel and
ctvjlevel 6= ?g.

� TransClass(tp; u) is the set of occurrences oftp that may be indirectly synchronized withu.
It is the union of the following inductively defined sets:

– E0 =
SSz

j=1Class(tp; u; j)

– Ei+1 =
SSz

j=1fvj 9w 2 Ei such thatv 2 Class(tp; w; j)g.

For example letSz = 2 and consider the pairtp = (c((X; (0; 0)); (Y; (1; 0))); c((Z; (1; 1)); (T; (2; 2))).
The occurrence ofX is 1:1.

� Class(tp; 1:1; 2) = f1:1; 1:2g, i.e. the occurrences ofX andY .

� TransClass(tp; 1:1) = f1:1; 1:2; 2:1g.

Class andTransClass contain non-terminal occurrences, i.e. occurrences of leaves.TransClass is
roughly the transitive closure ofClass – then two different TransClasses are disjoint.

The following lemma means that two different TransClasses can be derived independently.

Lemma 7.4 Two different TransClasses of the same computationtp cannot be merged whentp is derived
further. Formally, letTC = fu1; : : : ; ung and TC0 = fu0

1; : : : ; u
0
n0g two different TransClasses of

tp 2 Comp(Gr), and lettp0 be a computation derived formtp by the grammar (i.e.tp)� tp0). Then any
two non-terminal occurrencesv; v0 of tp0, of the formv = ui:w, v0 = u0

j:w
0, do not belong to the same

TransClass oftp0.

Proof. Obvious as packs of synchronized productions may divide Classes but never join them. 2

Definition 7.5 LetG = (Sz; C; NT; PP; T I) be a TTSG. Theith component ofG is said to beexternally
synchronizedif 8tp 2 Comp(G) and for all packsfX1 ) Y1; : : : ; Xn ) Yngk ofPP that can be applied
ontp (at occurrencesfu1; : : : ; ung) we have

1. there is at most onev 2 fu1; : : : ; ung such thatv = i:w,

2. and if suchv exists then the tupletp0 obtained by applyingfX1 ) Y1; : : : ; Xn ) Yngk on tp
satisfiesTransClass(tp0; v) \ fv0 2 O(tp)jv0 = i:w0g = v.

Recall that the first component computes the ground instances of terms obtained by narrowing.

Lemma 7.6 The first component of every TTSG produced from the unification problem has the external
synchronization property.

Proof. By construction, the first component contains only non-terminals likeR?

?
or like Xj , wherexj

is a variable occurring only under constructors on some rhs. SoXj does not appear as the lhs of any
productions. Moreover, in every pack of productions there is only one production whose lhs is of the form
R?

?
.
On the other hand, the control tuples of such TTSGs are 1-tuples. So the Classes and TransClasses are

the same, therefore (2) is satisfied. 2
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7.2 Algorithm

Before showing how the intersection is computed, let us explain how it works and why tuples of control
are needed, instead of single integers.

Example 7.7 This example does not come from a unification problem, but it is easier to understand, and
every component is nevertheless externally synchronized. Let

G1 = (1; fs; 0g; fX;X0; Y; Y 0; Y 00g;

fX0 ) 0; Y 0 ) 0; X 0 ) s(X); Y 0 ) s(Y 00); Y 00 ) s(Y ); fX ) X 0; Y ) Y 0g1g;

((X; 0); (Y; 0)))

and

G2 = ((1; fs; 0g; fZ;Z 0; T; T 0; T 00g;

fZ0 ) 0; T 0 ) 0; Z0 = s(Z); T 0 ) s(T 00); T 00 ) s(T ); fZ ) Z 0; T ) T 0g1g;

((Z; 0); (T; 0)))

G1 andG2 generate the same language i.e. the pairs(sn(0); s2n(0)). The 2,1 intersection ofG1 andG2

is then the language of triples

L3 = f(sn(0); s2n(0); s4n(0))g

The question is how to build fromG1 andG2 a new TTSGG3 that generatesL3? The idea is that the first
component ofL3 will be generated by the productions ofG1, the last component ofL3 will be generated
by the productions ofG2, thereforeG3 contains the non-terminals and the productions of bothG1 andG2.
The second component ofL3 is the intersection of the second component ofG1 with the first component
of G2. The productions that generate it are built using the same idea as for the intersection of regular
languages, i.e. by computing the Cartesian product of the grammars.

More precisely, let us note first that only the non-terminalsY; Y 0; Y 00 (resp.Z;Z 0) may appear in
the second (resp. the first) component ofG1 (resp.G2). Thus, for the intersection, the set of non-
terminals is the Cartesian productfY Z; Y 0Z; Y 00Z; Y Z0; Y 0Z0; Y 00Z 0g, and the free productions are
fY 0Z0 ) s(Y 00Z); Y 0Z0 ) 0; Y 00Z 0 ) s(Y Z)g. The packs of productions are constructed such that
if a synchronization was possible in the initial grammars, it is still possible in theintersection: for each
pack of productions ofG1 (respG2) that deals withY or Y 0 or Y 00 (resp. Z or Z0), we create a new
pack inG3. We getffX ) X0; Y Z ) Y 0Zg1; fX ) X 0; Y Z0 ) Y 0Z 0g1g from the packs ofG1 and
ffY Z ) Y Z0; T ) T 0g1; fY

0Z ) Y 0Z 0; T ) T 0g1; fY
00Z ) Y 00Z 0; T ) T 0g1g from the packs of

G2. The axiom ofG3 is ((X; 0); (Y Z; 0); (T; 0)).
Unfortunately,G3 is not the desired grammar. Indeed, using the packfX ) X 0; Y Z ) Y 0Zg1, the

axiom is derived into((X 0; 1); (Y 0Z; 1); (T; 0)). Now the packfY 0Z ) Y 0Z 0; T ) T 0g1 cannot be
applied because the control numbers ofY 0Z andT are not equal, and no other production can derive
Y 0Z. The axiom can also be derived using the packfY Z ) Y Z0; T ) T 0g1), but we get the same
conclusion. Thus the language recognized byG3 is empty. This problem is solved by considering pairs
of integers as control inG3, the first (resp. second) level being incremented when applying a pack that
comes fromG1 (resp.G2). So the packs of productions coming fromG2 must have 2 as rank, and are then

ffY Z ) Y Z0; T ) T 0g2; fY
0Z ) Y 0Z0; T ) T 0g2; fY

00Z ) Y 00Z 0; T ) T 0g2g
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The axiom is now((X; (0;?); (YZ; (0; 0)); (T; (?; 0)). ? means that this level of control is not used by
the non-terminal. A possible derivation forG3 is

((X; (0;?); (Y Z; (0; 0)); (T; (?; 0))) ((X 0; (1;?); (Y 0Z; (1; 0)); (T; (?; 0))

NowfY 0Z ) Y 0Z0; T ) T 0g2 is applicable, and we get

((X 0; (1;?)); (Y 0Z 0; (1; 1)); (T 0; (?; 1)))
)�

[free�prods:] (s((X; (1;?))); s((Y 00Z; (1; 1))); s(s((T; (?; 1)))))

) (s((X; (1;?))); s((Y 00Z0; (1; 2))); s(s((T 0; (?; 2)))))
)�

[free�prods:]
(s((X; (1;?))); s(s((Y Z; (1; 2)))); s(s(s(s((T; (?; 2)))))))

) (s((X 0; (2;?))); s(s((Y 0Z; (2; 2)))); s(s(s(s((T; (?; 2)))))))
) (s((X 0; (2;?))); s(s((Y 0Z 0; (2; 3)))); s(s(s(s((T 0; (?; 3)))))))
)�

[free�prods:]
(s(0); s(s(0)); s(s(s(s(0)))))

The following definition is needed for Theorem 7.9. It defines the set of non-terminals that may be
derived from a given non-terminal.

Definition 7.8 Let PP be a set of packs of productions.Reach(X;PP ) is inductively defined by

� X is inReach(X;PP ),

� if Y is in Reach(X;PP ) andY ) Z is a production that belongs to a pack ofPP , thenZ is in
Reach(X;PP ),

� if Y is inReach(X;PP ) and there is a free production inPP such thatY ) c(Y1; : : : ; Yn), then
fY1; : : : ; Yng � Reach(X;PP ).

Theorem 7.9 (Algorithm for intersection) LetG1 = (Sz1; C1; NT1; PP1; T I1) andG2 = (Sz2; C2;
NT2; PP2; T I2) be two TTSGs such that thei1th component ofG1 is externally-synchronized. The
languagerecognized by the TTSGG3 = (Sz3; C3; NT3; PP3; T I3) as defined below is the one component
i1; i2 intersection ofG1 andG2. (Ii1 ; cti1) (resp.(Ii2 ; cti2)) denotes thei1th (resp.i2th) component of
the axiomTI1 (resp.TI2) ofG1 (resp.G2).

� Sz3 = Sz1 + Sz2

� C3 = C1 [ C2

� NT3 = NT1 [NT2 [Reach(Ii1 ; PP1)� Reach(Ii2 ; PP2)

� PP3 = PP1 [ PP2 [Cons [ Sync1 [ Sync2 where

– Cons = fX1X2 ) c(Y1;1Y2;1 ; : : : ; Y1;nY2;n) such that
X1 2 Reach(Ii1 ; PP1) andX1 ) c(Y1;1; : : : ; Y1;n) 2 PP1 and
X2 2 Reach(Ii2 ; PP2) andX2 ) c(Y2;1; : : : ; Y2;n) 2 PP2g

– Sync1 = ffX1X2 ) Y1X2; Z1 ) Z 0

1; : : : ; Zn ) Z 0

ngk such that
X1 2 Reach(Ii1 ; PP1) andfX1 ) Y1; Z1 ) Z 0

1; : : : ; Zn ) Z 0

ngk 2 PP1 and
X2 2 Reach(Ii2 ; PP2)g
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– Sync2 = ffX1;1X2;1 ) X1;1X
0

2;1; : : : ;X1;nX2;n ) X1;nX
0

2;n; X2;n+1 ) X 0

2;n+1; : : : ; X2;m )

X 0

2;mgSz1+k such that
fX1;1; : : : ;X1;ng is a multiset whose elements are inReach(Ii1 ; PP1) and
fX2;1; : : : ; X2;ng � Reach(Ii2) andfX2;1 ) X 0

2;1; : : : ;X2;m ) X 0

2;mgk 2 PP2

� TI3 = (TI0
1
[i1  (Ii1Ii2 ; cti1 � cti2)]) � (TI

0
2
ni2) whereTI0

1
(resp. TI 0

2
) comes fromTI1

(resp.TI2) by replacing each control tuplectj byctj �(?1; : : : ;?Sz2) (resp.(?1; : : : ;?Sz1�ctj)).

The definition ofSync2 is more complicated than that ofSync1 because thei2th component ofG2

is not assumed to be externally synchronized. So several productions (in factn) of the packfX2;1 )

X 0
2;1; : : : ; X2;m ) X0

2;mgk of PP2 may be applied together on thei2th component ofG2.
The following definition is needed in the proof of Theorem 7.9.

Definition 7.10 Let tp andtp0 be two computations of (eventually different) TTSGs. Lett = tpji and
t0 = tp0ji0 . We writet �l t

0 (resp.t �r t
0) if

� 8u 2 O(t), t(u) is a constructor symbol, which impliest(u) = t0(u),

� and8u 2 O(t), t(u) = (X; ct) impliest0(u) = (X 0; ct0) andct0 = ct � (?; : : : ;?) (resp. ct0 =
(?; : : : ;?) � ct).

Proof. 1. First let us prove that fortp1 2 Comp(G1) andtp2 2 Comp(G2) satisfying
(1)8u 2 O(tp1ji1), tp1ji1:u is a constructor, which impliestp1ji1(u) = tp2ji2(u)
(2) and8u 2 O(tp1ji1), tp1ji1:u = (X1; ct1), which impliestp2ji2:u = (X2; ct2),
then there existstp3 2 Comp(G3) such that

� (A) 8j 2 [1; i1� 1][ [i1 + 1; n1] tp3jj �l tp1jj and

� (B) 8j 2 [n1 + 1; n1 + i2 � 1] tp3jj �r tp2jj�n1 and

� (C) 8j 2 [n1 + i2; n1 + n2] tp3jj �r tp2jj+1�n1 and

� (D) 8u 2 O(tp1ji1) s.t. tp1ji1:u is a constructor,tp1ji1(u) = tp3ji1(u) and8u 2 O(tp1ji1) such
thattp1ji1:u = (X1; ct1) andtp2ji2:u = (X2; ct2) thentp3ji1:u = (X1X2; ct1 � ct2)

It is proved by induction on the total number of productions used to generatetp1 andtp2. The basic
case is obvious because the axiom ofG3 is constructed to respect these properties.

For the induction step, lettp1 2 Comp(G1) andtp2 2
Comp(G2) such thattp1ji1 andtp2ji2 satisfy (1) and (2). By the induction hypothesis, we suppose that
there existstp3 2 Comp(G3) such thattp3 verifies (A) (B) (C) and (D):

� If the next production applied ontp1 does not affect any occurrence oftp1ji1, we obtaintp01 andtp01
andtp2 verifies (1) and (2).tp3 ) tp03 with the same production at the same occurrence because
PP1 � PP3. Moreover,tp0

3
verifies (A) (B) (C) and (D).

� If the next production applied ontp2 does not affect any occurrence oftp2ji2, we obtain the same
result.
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� If the production applied ontp1 is a pack of productions

fX1 ) X 0
1
; : : : ; Xn ) X0

ngk

that affects the occurrencesu1; : : :un of tp1, where one of them, sayv, is i1:v0, 8i 2 [1; n], we
havetp1jui

= (Xi; cti), let tp0
1

the computation obtained by the application of the pack.tp0
1

and
tp2 verifies (1) and (2), because the synchronized productions do not produce any new constructor.
Moreover,8i 2 [1; n]we havetp3jui

= (Xi; cti�(?; : : : ;?)), exceptv, for which we havetp3jv =
(XjY; ctj � ct

0). By construction ofG3, the packfX1 ) X 0
1
; : : : ; XjY ) X 0

jY; : : : ; Xn ) X 0
ngk

is inPP3, therefore it can be applied ontp3, and we obtaintp0
3

that verifies (A) (B) (C) and (D).

� If the production applied ontp2 is a pack of productions with similar reasoning as above, we get
the same result.

� If the production applied ontp2 is a free production that affects one occurrence oftp2ji2 : LetX2 )

c(Y2;1; : : : ; Y2;n) be the production,v the occurrence intp2ji2 , andtp0
2

the computation obtained. If
there existstp00

1
2 Comp(G1) such thattp1 )� tp00

1
andtp00

1
ji1(v) = tp0

2
ji2(v) = c, then there ex-

iststp0
1

inComp(G1) such thattp1 )� tp0
1

andtp0
1
ji1 = tp1ji1[v  c((Y1;1; ct1); : : : ; (Y1;n; ct1))]

and a free production inPP1 X1 ) c(Y1;1; : : : ; Y1;n). Indeed, thei1th component ofG1 is ex-
ternally synchronized, therefore each branch of this component can be generated independently
from the others. Moreover, every free production generates one and only one constructor, sotp01
andX1 ) c(Y1;1; : : : ; Y1;n) do exist. Now,tp01 and tp02 verifies (1) and (2). Notice that all the
productions butX1 ) c(Y1;1; : : : ; Y1;n) in tp1 )

� tp0
1

do not affect any occurrence oftp1ji1 or
are synchronized productions, therefore from the second and the fourth point of this proof we can
deduce thattp3 )� tp003 andtp003 ji1(v) = (X1X2; ct1 � ct2). From the construction ofG3, we know
thatX1X2) c(Y1;1Y2;1; : : : ; Y1;nY2;n) is inPP3, therefore this production can be applied ontp003
at occurrencev, and we obtaintp03 that verifies (A) (B) (C) and (D).

To conclude this part of the proof we can see that iftp1 2 Rec(G1) andtp2 2 Rec(G2), then there
existstp3 2 Rec(G3) that verifies (A) (B) (C) and (D). This means thattp3 is the intersection over one
component oftp1 andtp2.
2. Conversely, we have to prove that iftp3 2 Rec(G3), then there existstp1 2 Rec(G1) and tp2 2
Rec(G2), such thattp3 = tp1 � (tp2ni2). To prove that, we prove that iftp3 2 Comp(G3) then there
existtp1 2 Comp(G1) andtp2 2 Comp(G2) such thattp3 verifies (A), (B), (C) and (D) wrttp1 andtp2.

It is proved by induction on the number of productions applied to obtaintp3. The casen = 0 is obvious
from the construction ofG3. For the induction step we will suppose that the lemma is true for a giventp3,
and we prove that if a new production is applied ontp3 obtainingtp03, we can findtp01 2 Comp(G1) and
tp0

2
2 Comp(G2) such thattp0

3
verifies (A), (B), (C) and (D) wrttp0

1
andtp0

2
.

� If the next production applied ontp3 does not affect any occurrence oftp3ji1 , then it is a production
either ofPP1 or of PP2, therefore the same production can be applied at the same occurrence
(modulo a shift fortp2) on eithertp1 or tp2. Therefore, we prove the induction step.

� If the next production applied ontp3 is a free one, say

X1X2) c(Y1;1Y2;1; : : : ; Y1;nY2;n)
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applied at an occurrencev of tp3ji1, from the construction ofG3 we haveX1) c(Y1;1; : : : ; Y1;n) 2
PP1 andX2 ) c(Y2;1; : : : ; Y2;n) 2 PP2, therefore we can apply the first one at the occurrence
v of tp1ji1 and the other at the occurrencev of tp2ji2, and the resulting computations allow us to
verify the induction step.

� If the next production applied ontp3 is a pack of productions that affects at least one occurrence of
tp3ji1, then from the construction ofPP3, the corresponding pack of productions exists inPP1 or
in PP2 (depending on whether the pack belongs toSync1 or Sync2). Therefore, the correspond-
ing pack of productions can be applied on eithertp1 or tp2, and we get the tuples that prove the
induction step.

2

The point now is to prove that if one component (different fromi2) of G2 is externally synchronized,
then the corresponding component ofG3 keeps this property. This is necessary to be able to compute
incrementally several intersections using the previous algorithm.

Lemma 7.11 LetG1 be a TTSG whosei1th component is externally synchronized andG2 another TTSG
whosej2th component is also externally synchronized. LetG3 be a one componenti1; i2 intersection
(i2 6= j2) ofG1 andG2. The component that corresponds toj2 (i.e.n1 + j2 if j2 < i2 andn1 + j2 � 1,
otherwise) inG3 is still externally synchronized.

Proof. Point (1) of Definition 7.5 is obvious. For point (2), when buildingG3, the only possible merg-
ing between two TransClasses ofG2 might come from the intersection component, due to an internal
synchronization on thei1th component ofG1. However, it is assumed to be externally synchronized.2

To end Example 1.1, let us see the grammars obtained by intersection. We have had threegrammars:

� Grl1, whose axiom is(Gl
1; X

l).

� Grl�, whose axiom is(Gl
�; A

l
1
).

� Grr� , whose axiom is(Gr
�).

For the sake of simplicity, only new productions are given. ‘’ represents any non-terminal allowed by
Theorem 7.9.

We haveReach(Gl
1) = fGl

1; R
4
� ; R

4
1; R

5
�g,Reach(A

l
1) = fAl

1; L
1
1; L

1
1:1; X

1; L2
1; X

2; L3
1g, and

Reach(Gr
�) = fGr

�g. So the intersection ofGrl1 with Grl� gives the grammarGrleft with the following
new productions:

f R4
�L

1
1 ) s(R4

1L
1
1:1); R

4
�L

1
1:1 ) s(R4

1X
1); R5

�L
3
1 ) 0;

fR4

1
) R4

� ; X4 ) L4

1
g1; fR

4

1
) R5

� ; X4 ) L5

1
g1;

fGl
1 ) R4

� ; X l ) L4
1g1; fG

l
1 ) R5

� ; X l ) L5
1g1;

fR1

� ) R1

� ; X1 ) L1

1
g2; fR

1

� ) R2

� ; X1 ) L2

1
g2;

fR1

� ) R3

� ; X1 ) L3

1
g2; fR

2

� ) R1

� ; X2 ) L1

1
g2;

fR2
� ) R2

� ; X2 ) L2
1g2; fR

2
� ) R3

� ; X2 ) L3
1g2;

fGl
� ) R1

� ; Al
1
) L1

1
g2; fG

l
� ) R2

� ; A
l
1
) L2

1
g2;

fGl
� ) R3

� ; Al
1
) L3

1
g2gg

and the axiom is((Gl
1A

l
1; (0; 0)); (X

l; (0;?)); (Gl
�; (?; 0))).
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We haveReach(Gl
�) = fGl

�; R
1

� ; R
2

� ; R
3

�g. So the intersection ofGrleft with Grr� gives the final
grammar with the following new productions:
f R3

�G
r
� ) 0;

fR1

� ) R1

� ; X1 ) L1

1
g2; fR

1

� ) R2

� ; X1 ) L2

1
g2;

fR1

� ) R3

� ; X1 ) L3

1
g2; fR

2

� ) R1

� ; X2 ) L1

1
g2;

fR2
� ) R2

� ; X2 ) L2
1
g2; fR

2
� ) R3

� ; X2 ) L3
1
g2;

fGl
� ) R1

� ; Al
1
) L1

1
g2; fG

l
� ) R2

� ; Al
1
) L2

1
g2;

fGl
� ) R3

� ; Al
1
) L3

1
g2gg

and the axiom is((Gl
1
Al
1
; (0; 0;?)); (X l; (0;?;?)); (Gl

�G
r
� ; (?; 0; 0))).

A possible derivation of this TTSG is
((Gl

1
Al
1
; (0; 0;?)); (X l; (0;?;?)); (Gl

�G
r
� ; (?; 0; 0)))

) ((R4
�A

l
1
; (1; 0;?)); (L4

1
; (1;?;?)); (Gl

�G
r
� ; (?; 0; 0)))

) ((R4
�L

1
1
; (1; 1;?)); (L4

1
; (1;?;?)); (R1

�G
r
� ; (?; 1; 0)))

) ((s(R4
1
L1
1:1; (1; 1;?))); (L

4
1
; (1;?;?)); (R1

�G
r
� ; (?; 1; 0)))

) ((s(R4

1
L1

1:1; (1; 1;?))); (s(X
4; (1;?;?))); (R1

�G
r
� ; (?; 1; 0)))

) ((s(R4
�L

1

1:1; (2; 1;?))); (s(L
4

1
; (2;?;?))); (R1

�G
r
� ; (?; 1; 0)))

) ((s(s(R4
1
X1; (2; 1;?)))); (s(s(X4; (2;?;?)))); (R1

�G
r
� ; (?; 1; 0)))

) ((s(s(R5
�X

1; (3; 1;?)))); (s(s(L5
1
; (2;?;?))); (R1

�G
r
� ; (?; 1; 0)))

) ((s(s(R5
�L

1
3; (3; 2;?)))); (s(s(L

5
1; (2;?;?))); (R

3
�G

r
� ; (?; 2; 0)))

) (s(s(0)); s(s(0)); 0)
This derivation illustrates how the synchronizations enforce two applications ofr4 for one application of
r1.

8 Decidability
This section shows how unifiability can be decided thanks to TTSGs. First, we give a bound on the size of
the TransClasses that is used to limit the length of the derivations. At the end of this section, two examples
of problems we can solve with our technique are given.

In the following lemmas, a Class (resp. TransClass) of a given TTSGG denotes any Class (resp.
TransClass) in any computation ofG.

Lemma 8.1 Let G be a TTSG built from a unification problem by Step 1 (no intersection has been
achieved). The non-terminals appearing at two different occurrences of the same Class ofG are different.

Proof. This is true for the axiom, since the goal is linear. Actually, linearity of each side of the goal,
considered independently of each other, suffices.

When applying a pack of synchronized productionsf: : : ) Rj
�; : : : ) Lj

v1
; : : : ) Lj

vn
g, the newly

generated non-terminals belong to the same Class, but they are different toeach other. After that, they are
reduced into a simplified form (this notion was defined at the beginning of Sect. 6.6) by free productions.
However, the non-terminals appearing in the simplified form ofRj

epsilon come from the rhs of rewrite
rule j, and are then of the formRj

?
, X 0j, Y 0j,. . . . The sameX 0j cannot appear twice because of the

linearity of the rhs’s. On the other hand,Lj
v1
; : : : ; Lj

vn
are replaced by independent subterms of the rhs

lj that contain non-terminals likeLj

?
, Xj , Y j,. . . . So the sameXj cannot appears twice because of the

linearity of the lhs’s. 2
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Lemma 8.2 The size of the TransClasses of a TTSGG that comes from a unification problem is not
greater thancard(NT )n+1, whereNT is the set of non-terminals associated with the unificationproblem,
andn is the number of intersections achieved to buildG.

Proof. This is proved by induction onn.
If no intersection has been done, i.e.n = 0, we can see that the TransClasses are in fact the Classes.

From the previous lemma, the size of any Class cannot be greater than the number of non-terminals ofG,
i.e. card(NT ).

For the induction step we consider the TTSGG1 (resp.G2), made thanks ton1 intersections (resp.n2),
whose TransClass Size is not greater thancard(NT )n1+1 (resp.card(NT )n2+1), and we also assume
that thei1th component ofG1 is externally synchronized. LetG3 be thei1; i2 intersection over one
component ofG1 andG2.

When buildingG3, the only possible merging between two TransClasses ofG2 may come from the
intersection component, due to an internal synchronization on thei1th component ofG1. This is impos-
sible, since it is assumed to be externally synchronized. Therefore, ifc3 is a TransClass ofG3, then it
comes from the merger of some TransClassc2 of G2 with some TransClassesc1

1
; : : : ; ck

1
of G1, wherek is

the number of occurrences ofc2 that belong to thei2th component ofG2. From the induction hypothesis,
we get

Size(c3) = Size(c1
1) + : : :+ Size(ck1 ) + Size(c2)� k

� k:card(NT )n1+1 + card(NT )n2+1 � k

= k:(card(NT )n1+1 � 1) + card(NT )n2+1

This expression is maximal whenk is, i.e.k = card(NT )n2+1. This case appears when the size ofc2 is
maximal and all the occurrences ofc2 belong to thei2th component. Therefore,

Size(c3) � card(NT )n2+1 � card(NT )n1+1 = card(NT )n1+n2+2

Since the number of intersections for buildingG3 isn = n1+n2+1, we getSize(c3) � card(NT )n+1.
2

We introduce now the notion of an NT-TransClass. Intuitively, an NT-TransClass is composed by the
non-terminals appearing at the occurrences of a given TransClass. But this is not sufficient, because the
subtrees derived by applying productions from an NT-TransClass also depend upon the Classesappearing
within the TransClass, and we want the notion of an NT-TransClass to define in a unique way the language
derived from it. To make formalisation easier, we give a more generaldefinition, in the sense that a
NT-TransClass is associated with each TransClass, but the reverse isfalse. This means that some NT-
TransClasses (as defined below) cannot really appear in a computation.

Definition 8.3 An NT-TransClassis composed by

� a multiset of non-terminals, and

� for eachi 2 [1; Sz], a partition of the multiset.

The size of an NT-TransClass is defined as being the size of the multiset.

For each leveli, the partition simulates the way in which the Classes are organized. Note that thevalues
of control tuples do not matter; only the sets they define are important.
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Lemma 8.4 Under the same assumptions as the previous lemma, there are finitely many NT-TransClasses
whose size is not greater thancard(NT )n+1.

Proof. For anyp, there are finitely many NT-TransClasses of sizep, because

� there are finitely many multisets of sizep whose elements come from the finite setNT , and

� for each multiset, foreachi 2 [1; Sz] there are finitely many partitions.

2

Lemma 8.5 The emptiness of languages recognized by TTSGs built from unification problems is decid-
able.

Proof. The reasoning is similar to that used for a regular tree grammar: if there is aderivation of the
grammar giving a term whose leaves are all terminals (i.e. the recognized language isnot empty), then
there is a derivation that does not contain several times of the same non-terminal in the same branch, and
that gives a term whose leaves are all terminals. So to test emptiness, onlyderivations that do not apply
more thann (n being the number of non-terminals of the grammar) at comparable occurrences have to be
generated.

For a TTSG, we use the same reasoning on NT-TransClasses instead of single non-terminals. From
Lemma 8.2, the size of TransClasses is bounded bycard(NT )n+1. So is the size of NT-TransClasses.
Then from the previous lemma, there are finitely many NT-TransClasses. Moreover, given two different
TransClasses of a given computation, their associated NT-TransClasses are nextderived independently.
Then, as for regular tree languages, only derivations that do not contain several times the same NT-
TransClass in the same sub-derivation must be generated to test emptiness. So, only derivations whose
depth is less than the number of NT-TransClasses are needed. 2

Thus we get:

Theorem 8.6 The satisfiability of linear equations in theories given as confluent, constructor-based, lin-
ear, without�in (see Sect. 4), without nested functions in rhs’s, rewrite systems is decidable. Moreover,
the set of solutions can be expressed by a tree tuple synchronized grammar.

Example 8.7 Let

R = f 0 + x! x; x+ 0! x;

s(x) + s(y) ! s(s(x + y)); s(x) + p(y) ! x+ y;

p(x) + s(y) ! x+ y; p(x) + p(y) ! p(p(x+ y)) g

define the addition in positive and negative integers. This rewrite system does not satisfy the restrictions
given in previous work [3, 16, 18, 19, 20, 17, 22, 23], but does satisfy ours. Therefore, we are able to
solve linear equations modulo this theory.

Example 8.8 Let �
r1 : f(c(x; x0); c(y; y0)) ! c(f(x; y0); f(x0; y))
r2 : f(0; 0) ! 0

This system provides an idea of the expressiveness of TTSGs, because when solving the equationf(x; y) =
z, the set of possible instantiations ofx and y are the binary trees such that the instance ofx is the
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symmetric of that ofy. For example, if we consider the following narrowing derivation issued from
f(x; y):

f(x; y) ;[�;r1;x 7!c(x1;x
0

1
);y 7!c(y1;y

0

1
)] c(f(x1; y

0
1
); f(x0

1
; y1))

;[1;r1;x1 7!c(x2;x0

2
);y0

1
7!c(y2;y0

2
)] c(c(f(x2; y

0
2
); f(x0

2
; y2)); f(x01; y1))

;
�

[r2]
c(c(0; 0); 0)

the generated substitution isx 7! c(c(0; 0); 0); y 7! c(0; c(0; 0)). Since this rewrite system satisfies
all our restrictions, our method will be able to compute a TTSG that recognized the solutions, i.e. the
symmetric trees.

9 Conclusion
We have presented an original approach using Tree Tuple Synchronized Grammars (TTSGs) tosolve
linear equations modulo theories given as rewrite systems satisfying some restrictions. This approach
allows us to represent infinite sets of solutions in a finite way, and provides a decision procedure for
unifiability. Moreover, we have shown thateach restriction is needed to decide unifiability.

In future, it would be nice to use TTSGs to deal with equational disunification [25, 26], i.e. finding
substitutions that are not the solution of a given equation. This may be achieved if it is possible to
compute the set minus between two languages recognized by TTSGs.

TTSG productions look like regular tree language productions becausenon-terminals are of arity 0.
However, they enforce synchronization constraints as well as constraints due to control. Since control
tuples contain non-bounded integers, a tree automata that can recognize the language defined by aTTSG
need an infinite memory. The question is: What is the place of TTSGs in the known hierarchies of tree
grammars?

TTSGs can define infinite sets of (tuples of) ground terms. In automated deduction, several authors
have studied recurrent schematizations of infinite sets of terms, like!-terms, I-terms, R-terms and primal
grammars (see elsewhere [27, 28, 29] for an overview). A language like

fn(a) � : : : � fn(a)| {z }
p

; n; p 2 IN

can be defined both by a primal grammar and by a TTSG that does not come from a unification problem.
On the other hand, the symmetric trees cannot be defined by a primal grammar, whereas they are defined
by a TTSG coming from a unification problem, as shown in Example 8.8. It would be interesting to study
further the possible links between recurrent schematizations and TTSGs.
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